**PAY REVIEW**

**Play conducive for nap**

By LAURA LAMPSON

By mid-August Holley was running the Roundhouse desk, usually putting in eight hours a day. As work of the service spread, phone calls became numerous and volunteers were needed.

The service has now over 400 local people who turn out to help in any way they can.

By JOAN CAMPBELL.

If you've found that the CU has not been too conducive to your nap time, Shakespeare's history plays tend to be tedious and ponderous, but whether the play failed due to histrionics. At other times, key scenes were recited in a monotonous "not enough variation of rate and loudness," as one of my speech teachers would have said, that was broken once in a while by a snappy little rhyme.

The performance had its redeeming factors, nonetheless. Paul von Rita (he never disap­pointed) was an outstanding King John, despite some pretty cumbersome lines. The Bastard, played by Mark Koba, managed to make a snappy little rhyming quaint, and would prevent you from using your bike? What changes or improvement would you like to see?
Fullerton to decide fate of CCCAA's fate

**Changing signs**

**Editor:**
This weekend's game with Cal State Fullerton will decide the fate of Cal Poly's chances to win the CCCAA's Championship and the bowl bid.

If you think the Boise, or Fresno State game was worth seeing, then you won't want to miss this Saturday's game. Fullerton has a darn good offensive as well as defensive team that is bent on beating our team in hopes of winning the CCCAA, and a bowl bid for themselves.

In the top 2 small colleges, will some new plays that will work, if we are to remain unbeaten. We are to remain unbeaten. We have hung on to Santa Ana Stadium this Saturday team to its eighth victory. Our team needs your support and we hope you make every effort to travel to the games. We have always seen that this is great support we give our team. So that way they'd vote “yes” and our beautiful coastline would be preserved.

**People caught in grace's web**

In reference to the letters by Rod Titchie and Allan Barber, cheering up, Rod and Alan, Religion is not incurable, even for ordinary people caught up in a web of saving grace. There has already been 5,000 years of injustice (hatred, war, killing) perpetrated in the name of religion. Let's put religion where it belongs. That is, as a private matter between consenting adults. Nobody denies you your right to religion or a place to assemble. Let's not deny others the right to follow their own consciences with regard to sex, dope, pornography, or any other personal preferences. Didn't you and preschool teachers? Have you ever considered that in my personal life structure, the bible could be pornography? Ralph Longa

**LOSA NGELORE TIMES NEWS**

**ITEM:** Warner Chabot has been charged in Superior Court with trespassing a more than 100 billboards calling for a “no” vote on Prop. 30, the coastline initiative, were alleged to urge a “yes” vote.

Chabot, a California Coastal Alliance worker, is a former co-chairman of Ecology Action on this campus and was one of my columnists last year. The sign he allegedly altered said, “The Beach Belongs to You—Don’t Lock It Up! Vote no” on Proposition No. 30.”

The “no” was allegedly changed to “yes” on the signs. A hearing in the matter has been set for Nov. 18. It may go something like this.

**JUDGE:** Warner Chabot, you are charged with trespassing. Namely, you trespassed on the signs. Have you anything to say in your defense?

**WARNER:** Your Honor, I didn’t notice the “no trespassing” signs. Sorry, besides, I thought someone intended to make a “Yes” but incidentally made a “no.”

**JUDGE:** I find that hard to believe.

**WARNER:** Then would you believe they were using reverse psychology. Now everyone knows that’s a fair in an election campaign.

**JUDGE:** What kind of psychology?

**WARNER:** You know, reverse. Like those ads in Mustang Daily at Cal Poly in San Luis Obispo that advocated a “no” vote on Measure A, the airport initiative. That was real sneaky.

For instance, one said: “Do We Want a Jetport? Vote No on “A,”” Another said, “Do We Want Airport Expansion? NO! Vote No on “A.””

**JUDGE:** Get to the point, please.

**WARNER:** That’s just it. Voting “yes” would have prevented a jetport or unwanted expansion... How about a run to the beach. Heading for Chicago after finals. You still may be able to grab a spot with a guy you could be? The only way we could get people to vote to save the coastline was to tell them to vote “no” to keep access free and easy. That way they'd vote “yes” and our beautiful coastline would be preserved.

**EDITOR**: Case dismissed!

**SUNNYWEDE**: If you're driving home soon and plan to stop notices all over campus for potential riders, you're living in the dark ages. Likewise, if you need rides on weekends and you are still asking everyone you meet and posting notices, you just are not with it. Good ole Student Roundhouse Services, 346-3014, is maintaining a rides board outside its office in the ASI offices. And nice director John Holley wouldn't think of putting out a card. Call Roundhouse and the worker there will post a card for you.

The state has been broken down into 14 areas, plus two out of state sections. Interested in hating San Diego (FTY city) this weekend? How about a run to the Tule fog and the dark ages. Potential riders, you're living in the dark ages.
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One of Great Britain's many successful exports over the years has been the highly enjoyable antics of Peter Sellers. His career spans two decades of light hearted fun with a witty style and mannerism that is uniquely his, from the bungling Inspector Clousau (a character he personally created) to the film's clever plot.

In "Where Does It Hurt?" at the Fremont Theater, Sellers selects his own script. The screenplay by Rod Amateau (also the director) is tight. How he gets that proof is a major part of the fun. The film is dedicated to doctors and treatment in terms of money rather than need. The Hospital Commissioner, aware of Hophnagel's operation, is determined to throw him out of business but he lacks substantial proof. How he gets that proof is in itself worthwhile.

The film is dedicated to doctors and treatment in terms of money rather than need. The Hospital Commissioner, aware of Hophnagel's operation, is determined to throw him out of business but he lacks substantial proof. How he gets that proof is in itself worthwhile.

Benjamin Markson, who produced "Where Does It Hurt?" at the Fremont Theater, is far from his best effort. Nevertheless, it gives us another chance to relish his humor and in itself is worthwhile.

Sellers stars as Albert T. Hophnagel, administrator of Vista Via Hospital in Los Angeles. His basic concern is to give the patient the shaft and make him pay for it, by prescribing medicine and treatment in terms of money rather than need.

The Hospital Commissioner, aware of Hophnagel's operation, is determined to throw him out of business but he lacks substantial proof. How he gets that proof is in the film's clever plot.

The screenplay by Rod Amateau (also the director) is tight. How he gets that proof is a major part of the fun. The film is dedicated to doctors and treatment in terms of money rather than need. The Hospital Commissioner, aware of Hophnagel's operation, is determined to throw him out of business but he lacks substantial proof. How he gets that proof is in itself worthwhile.

Benjamin Markson, who produced "Where Does It Hurt?" at the Fremont Theater, is far from his best effort. Nevertheless, it gives us another chance to relish his humor and in itself is worthwhile.

Sellers stars as Albert T. Hophnagel, administrator of Vista Via Hospital in Los Angeles. His basic concern is to give the patient the shaft and make him pay for it, by prescribing medicine and treatment in terms of money rather than need.
CCAA FOOTBALL

Titans host Mustangs

A very important CCAA football game will played in the Santa Ana Bowl Saturday as Cal State Fullerton hosts the Mustang football team for a 1 p.m. contest.

Pete Yoder, Fullerton's head football coach, commented on the week's meeting. "We know Cal Poly is a very physical bunch," he said, "As has been the case in previous seasons the conference title has boiled down to the Fullerton-Cal game. We're ready to play and I'm sure they will also."

The Mustangs should be ready after having a week off to prepare for the outing. But fullback Mike Thomas, having been badly battered in the previous game, is a questionable participant.

Thomas is the second leading scorer and rusher in the conference with 896 yards and 14 points. The Fullerton Titans occupy the No. 3 spot in the CCAA standings, behind UC Riverside and the Mustangs. In conference play this season they are 5-1, having beaten Cal State Northridge and Cal Poly Pomona. Their loss was to Riverside last weekend, 56-18.

Mustang coach Joe Harper has made some changes in his defense by moving Chris Faller into the left linebacker position in place of Mike Guerra. Mike Jacques, meanwhile, has been moved from left to right corner back as George Wilson steps in to replace Eugene Moreau. Student traveling south for the game should take the Santa Ana Freeway to the 6th St. exit in Santa Ana. Take 6th St. to Flower and turn north. The stadium is in the corner of 6th and Flower Streets.

Mustang Sports

FOOTBALL—at Cal State Fullerton, Saturday, 1 p.m., Santa Ana Bowl.
WATER POLO—at Allan Hancock College, Saturday, 1 p.m., Men's Pool.
CROSS COUNTRY—at NCAA College Division Championships, Saturday, Whittier, CA.
SOCCER— vs. Fresno State, Saturday, 1 p.m., soccer field below Main Gym.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL—at UCLA Invitational, today, 9 p.m.
BOWLING—at USBB, Sunday, 1 p.m., College Union lanes.

Powder puffs finish 0-0

A sparse crowd turned out at Mustang Stadium Wednesday night to watch the Odell and the sub-rate game announcing and saw the female footballers battle to a 0-0 tie in powder puffs. Both the junior-senior and the sophomore-freshman teams found powder puffs rough going in the sweeps and off-kilter plays that comprised most of the action in the contest. When the ball was put in the air it usually changed hands and the powder rapidly turned into a mess of puna and third-and-11 plays.

The action picked up with four seconds remaining in the final quarter when junior-quarterback Sharon O'Conner completed a pass to fullback Donna Irvine. However, the operators are said to have fun at the game and enjoyed the efforts of the participants.

Debbie Machado, an offensive and defensive back for the freshman team, was voted the game's most valuable player after getting in on a number of key defensive plays.

Circle K is not a Dude Ranch

Circle K is:
Service
Leadership
Fun
Being Involved

Come and get acquainted
Friday, Nov. 10 7:30 p.m.  CU 219
Regular meetings: Tues. 11 a.m. Math 222